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Across

3. What is the most likely ignition source of 

fire in PACU?

4. What type of product is used to contain 

and dispose of Rapicide?

10. T/F. In order to control staff anxiety the 

Charge nurse should not inform other staff of an 

adjacent O.R. fire?

12. To guide our actions in a fire, the 

mneumonic RACE reserves the letter E to 

respresent extinguish or what action?

14. What number is dialed four times to 

contact the operator for a code red

15. In addition to an oxidizer and a 

heat(ignition) source what is the third element 

of the fire triangle?

16. Hemorrhage and MH can not generate a 

fire upon entering the peritoneal cavity unlike 

___ gases.

17. the cabon dioxide extinguisher controls 

liquid & electrical fires. How many feet away 

from the base of the fire should you stand?

Down

1. Moving people adjacent to the smoke 

compartment is defined as a ___evacuation?

2. What type of towel will the last person 

place at the foot of the door upon leaving an 

on-fire O.R.?

5. Anesthesia directs you to disconnect ____ 

colored connection to eliminate oxygen source?

6. Other than the Pediatric Crash cart, where 

In PACU, is the pediatric ambu bag stored?

7. Moving people up/down exit stairs is call 

______evacuation?

8. To eliminate air supply, the 

Anesthesiologist directs you to disconnect _____ 

color connection from the anesthesia machine.

9. What member is responsible for the 

ignition source on the surgical field?

11. T/F Direct coupling can occur if the tip of 

an active electrode comes in direct contact with 

another metal instrument or conductor at the 

surgical field.

13. Besides the ABC extinguisher, which 

extinquisher is able to extinguish paper-wood, 

electrical and liquids.

Word Bank

True False bakingsoda Bowel Five fuel

yellow Evacuate Vertical green Halogen Electrical

Surgeon eight Horizontal Clocker Wet


